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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to present a realistic approach 
to life in Swit;zerland through a series of original short stories de·-
signed as supplementary material for intermediate grade children, and 
by sa doing to make a faraway land become mor~meaningful. The study 
was concerned with the following problems: 
1. To make learning material meaningful and easy to remember 
by including it within the framework of a fiction story 
2. To create real rather than artificially contrived plots 
3. "To determine how well the stories are liked by intermediate 
grade children. 
Scope .of the Study 
One hundred and twelve intermediate grade childrens two classes 
of each of the three grades, in a suburban Boston community partici-
pated in the experiment. 
-1-
CHAPTER II 
PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of this study was to present a realistie approach 
to life in Switzerland through a series of original short storie·s de-
signed as supplementarymateri~l for intermediate grade children, and 
'by so doing to ma:ke a: faraway land become more meaningful. The study 
was concerned with the following problems: 
1. To make learning material meaningful and easy to remember 
by including it within the framework of a fiction story 
2. To create real rather than artificially contrived plots 
3. To determine howwell the stories are liked by intermediate 
g_rade children. 
Before attempting to write original short stories about life in 
Switz·erland,. it was first necessary to determine what had already been 
accomplished in this area. It was found tha:t the field of children's 
stories dealing with Switzerland was relatively limited. The writer of 
this thesis· has included a list of the ma:jor published work,s in this 
area as a separate se~tion of the bibliography. 
A second step was to determine the general attitude expressed 
by intermediate grade children toward stories of foreign land·s. To do 
this, the writer selected three studies dealing with children's read-
-2.-
3 
1 z ing preferences at the des ired grade levels. McManus, Purcell, and 
3 
Roberts all state that interest in stories of foreign lands is· low. 
The writer has concluded that at least a partial reason for this is 
that the writing of stories about foreign lands is unrealistic and 
erroneous in terms of present-day living. Consequently, such stories 
are remote and meaningless to children. 
The writer then gathered the necessary information to write 
original and realistic stories. The information came from four primary 
sources; in the following order of importance: 
1. The writer's own living experienc·e in Switzerland 
2. Private correspqndence with a Swiss friend 
3. Data published by the consulate of Switzerland 
4. Other--books, magazines, newspapers. 
With the information gathered from the above sources, the writer 
was able to design and write detailed plot summaries from which the 
actual stories were later written. Each story is preceded by an intro-
duct ion with the purpose of creating interest in the ·story. A similar 
type of introduction precedes the entire series of eight stories: 
1R. McManus, 1'Measurem:ent of Pupil Interest in Types of Stories 
at Grade Five Level by Ballot Method tcr Determine Child Preferenc~' 
(unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1947), pp. 28, 34. 
2E. Purcell, l'The Leisure Reading ·Interests of the ~ina-Year­
Old" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1949), pp. 40, 47. 
3P. Roberts, ''An Investigation of the Reading Interests of 
Middle-Grade Children" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston Univer·sity_, 
1949), pp. 43, 45-47. 
4 
The stories were typed on stencils and seventy copies w.ere made 
of each complete set. Five evaluation sheets were drawn up, one for 
each set of two stories, and one final over-all evaluation sheet. These 
were designed as follows: (1,) to determine the extent to which the 
stories were liked; (2) to determine what was liked and disliked in each 
story; and (3) to determine whether or not the vocabulary was difficult. 
illhe final over•all evaluation sheet was designed to measure attitudes 
toward Switzerland as a result of the stories. The evaluation sheets 
were stenciled and one hundred eighty copies were made of each. Copies 
of the evaluation sheets are incluqed in the appendix. 
The stcrries were: distributed among two classes of each of the 
three intermediate grades within two· schools in a suburban ~oston coa-
munity. A total of one hundred twelve children participated. The 
stories were packaged in sets of two, the children reading two stories 
a day for four consecutive days. A sehedule of rotation of story copies 
was made up and given to the cooperating teacher.s, as well as directions 
for administering the stories and directions to be read tcr the children. 
Copies of these may be found in the appendix. After reading each set 
of two stories, the children received an evaluation sheet correspond-
ing to the stories they read each day. ~he final over-all evaluation 
sheet was distributed along with the evaluation sheet for the last set 
of two stories. Total time for story reading and completion of the 
evaluation sheets was approximately 30 to 45 minutes each day. 
Evaluation sheets were analyzed and data computed. 
0 
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Steries ~ Switzerland 
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INTRODUCTION 
Here are some stories fer y0u ab~ut a beautiful little ceuntr.r 
called Switzerland, a land of bluebells and buttercups, ef c0wbells 
~nd sn0W cevered alpso Switzerland is a ti~wenderland no bigger 
than the_states of Verm0nt, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts put 
tegether. And yet, Switzerland has states tee----twenty two of them. 
Only the Swiss call them cantonso Switzerland is surrGmnded by fcmr 
ceuntries~ Austria, Germany, France, and.It~, and th~-Swiss speak 
f0ur languages--French, Gennan, Italian, and Romancho Oan you imagine 
that ~ But mere impertant are the w<Dnders yeu 111 aeon beheld. If 
I 
yeu open up the doors of yeur eyes yeu '11 see what I meano Are 
they epen? Do yeu see what I see? Lo0k J Lc:Hl>k J Over there l >A 
parade of children carrying lanterns J De yeu see them A Arid 
I 
what's this-is that Santa lalaus? But he's carr,ring switches J 
Listen, "I hear guns firing and .crowds ch~ering l And leek at all 
these children hiking 1 Oh, and around that c<Drner-I see femr 
black h<Drses with red reses 1 
Yes, Switzerland is, indeed, ~ wenderland! But let's net wait any 
lam:ger· to take a leek A 
6 
THE BURNING OF THE SNOWMAN 
Each Spring the people of Zurich burn a snowman. Oops, I 
caught you 1 You're going to say, "Don't be silly, you can't burn 
a snowmano 11 You don't think so,p huh! Well, the Swiss canl Here's 
howJ 
8 
'' 
2. 
"Br~ ... -g;i.t-te,~~ Bri-git-te.~~" Mrs. Hofer calledo "Arl:1l you almost 
ready'?if· · ; . 
, . 
.. 
i1Not quite$ Mannna,n Brigitt called backo It was Seohselauten 
Mg~~~~ ~uri~hVs biggest festival g~o Ever,r year three we~ks after 
Easter on Sechselauten Mond~ the townspeople of Zurich burn a 
~i_!e-siz~ .. snowman at the climax of a bi-g paradeo The burni~ Gf 
the snowman signifies the passing of Winter and the coming of Spring 0 
Brigittwas in her room,~~ dressing very quickly for she was ~patient 
to take part in the big paradeo It was a special d~ for Brigi tt, 
" . . 
· and she had been looking forward to it for weeks o Tod~, fpr the 
first time, she would be marching with her father in the par~deo 
: ~ 
For years she had stood on the street with her motherwatchipg 
-
the colorful costumes pass byo Now she,~~ too, would be wearipg a' 
- ·f' , 
costumeo Excite~ she tied the flowered apron on to her ligpt blue 
f 
dre~s·o Th~n she put t~e pretty lace scarf around her neck afld pinned 
it in placeo ·Sitting down on the bed, she pulled on her kne~ socks 
and ·tied her black shoeso 
fiBrlgi. tt,. your hat!" her m•ther said as she entered th~ room 
I 
. 
carrying a'·broad-brimmed straw hato 
J no:h, II said Brigitt jumping up from the bed,~~ ".I almost .forgoto 1t 
Brigitt st~od in front of the mirror as her mother helped he~ tie 
. l : . 
the hat into placeo 11How do I look.~~ Mamma?" she said, sudd~nly 
turning aroundo 
"Just like a little girl of Zurich long ago," the mothEjr repliedo 
"Your father will be ver,r proud. when he sees youo Hurry now, Brigitt, 
or you '11 be late Jil Brigitt hurried out of the room to the front 
dooro 
9 
"'Good-by, Mamma, 11 she said when she reached the door., 
"Good-by, Brigi tt, good-by, 11 her mother called, a:qd the door 
closed. Brigitt was hardly outside the door when she rushed in againo 
"Mamma," Brigitt called., 
11What is it, Brigi tt? "What 1 s the matter?" 
11Mamma, 11 she cried out, "don't forget the flowers 111 
11 No, Brigitt, I won 1to Good-by !11 tater when the pafade was 
about to begin, Mrs., Hofer and crowds of speqtators woulq line the 
< • 
. 
streets rea~ to throw bouquets of flowers as their frienqs and relatives 
marched byo 
Brigitt boarded a tram f~r the main railroad station fhere 
~h~ __ parade was going to begin., Many of the parade members had already 
gathered when Brigitt arrived., Brigitt spotted her father talking with 
a group o:f men and ran toward him. Mr., Hofer had been in yown since 
noon, lunching with his friendso 11:Well Brigitt," Mro Hof~r said as 
she approached., "Don't you look like the young lady!tt He 
proudly introduced his daughter to his friends., 
"Gruetzi fraulein," (hello miss) they said, and each shook 
hands with her according to custom. Mr .. Hofer and his friepds 
were wearing militar,y costumes of Napoleon's time----light plue 
l 
trousers, dark blue coats, black two pointed hats ~~A ~ong white 
feathers, white gloves, and swordso They were all members qf the 
same club or guild, called "The Three Kings.," Most of the m(?mbers 
of Mr .. Hofer's guild, however, would be wearing .black gowns ~nd 
the'traditional blue capso The guilds played a very important 
I 
part in the life of Zurich during the Middle Ages., At that t~me 
all. ~he men of one profession joined to form associations.. Th~re 
) l ":t 
were gnilqs 9f black~m~ths$ guilds of fishermen, guilds of bakers----
I t- ' in tact, there were guilds of ever,r profession you could co~ceive of. 
Now on Sechselauten Monday the guildS perform ~heir most important 
activit,yby bringing Zu~ch's past histor.r to life in the big parade, 
each guild wearing a different historical costumeo 
Sudde~ Brigitt noticed some of her friends, and she ran over 
to join them. The children were beginning to line up, the guild 
members began mounting their horses, and the parade was just about 
reaqy to begino At four o'clock the bugles blew, the Sechselauten 
March began, and the parade started down Zurich's flag lined 
boulevard. First came Brigitt and the school children escorting a 
, 
beautiful float representing Spring and her attendant maidens. 
Following Spring came the snowman, Boog, mounted on a platforp1 and 
drawn by jeering clowns. Th13n came the guild members on hors~back 
with their colorful costumeso On they came---there were guilds 
of bakers, blacksmiths, and sword makers, guilds of near by 
districts dressed as countr.r folk of the eighteenth century ard 
accompanied by their geese, chickens$ pigs, and cows, guilds of 
knights, noblemen and scientists, guilds of fishermen, hunts~en, 
carpenters, boatsmen, shoemakers, and weaverso And what a si~ht it 
was l All Zurich was there to see ito Crowds cheered, bouquets of 
flowers flew through the air, and flags waved in the breezeo 
Brigitt loved to see the flowers flying through the airo 
ltwas one of the things she liked best about Sechselauteno 
She scanned the crowd now for her mothero But the parade was 
moving too quickly, and she was unable to spot hero Suddenly a 
horrible thought came to her mind. What if her mother couldn't 
find HER among all the marching school children~ 
II 
5. 
Flo)V~rs were coming from all siqes now, but none of t~em ~ere 
for Brigi tt •. 'What if her mothe:J:" was late l Or if she missed the tr~ l 
Tears qui9kly sprang to her eye~o But as Brigitt pas~ed the next 
corner, Mrs. Hofer squeezed through the crowd and onto the street. 
Brigi tt smiled and waved excitedly, and s·uddenly two bouquets of 
flowers .flew over her heado 
The·parade came to an end at the lake where the Boog, a wooden 
struqture covered with white cotton wool and stuffed with firecrackers 
l ' 
and gun powder, would be burned. Guild members on horseback circled 
the swaying snowman while piles of straw beneath him were ign,i ted.' 
Soon the Boog burst into flames setting off the ~~recrackers and 
gun powder inside him. As the bells of the town rung out the 
official passing of winter, the crowds yelled and ch~eredo 
Brigitt watched in fascination and cheered until she was hoarseo Then 
suddenly the snowman collapsed and old man winter was dead. 
A POEM FOR SAINT NICHOLAS 
6. 
Hanging on the wall of Margrit's room is a Christma~ calendar 
consisting of a picture of St. Nicholas, beneath which are twent,r 
four small windows, one to be opened each day before Christmaso 
Each d~ as Margrit opened a new window, a small picture significant 
~f the day, came into viewo Let's take a peak into Marg~it's room 
now! Today is December Sixth, Sto Nich~las Day, and Margrit is 
op~~~g the sixt~ window on the calendar. Do you see wh~t she sees? 
A picture of oranges, canqy, and long sticksJ Whatever cpuld this 
mean? Let's see, shall we? 
I4 
•• 
..... · 
, . 
It was the.· evening of De~~r Sixth, St. Nicholas day, and 
M~rgri ~ and the· rest of her school class wez:e dressed in long 
white night gowns and tall white cardboard hats in which artistic 
designs were cut and cover~d with colored paper. In the center of the 
hats stood lig~ted candles ma,\{ing the colored shapes glow in the dark. 
The hats extended down over their faces so that their heads were 
" . 
cempletely covered except. for the~r eyes, nos.e, an~ mouth. 
Margri t carried a cowbell along with several of the othe~ girls. 
Some o~ the boy~ carried horns, while others slashed whips against the 
streeto Thus the,y paraded in the dark cold night hoping to drive 
away demons and ghosts that might be lurking abouto ¥argrit never 
believed that the~_were demons and ghosts, but it was an old 
tradition·yearly celebrated on December sixth. 
When the parade was over, the chiidren blew ou~ the candles 
and hurried homeo This was the night that St. Nicholas visited 
the homes of all the boys and girls. Margrit thought of 
St. NicholQS and wondered if he had arrived yeto Last year 
St. 'Nichol~s had been waiting for Margrit. This year she wanted 
to be sure' t·o be home before he arrived. S;Qe held up her gown 
a.:nd. ran through .t.he streets.·· When she reached her home; she threw 
_open the do?r and breathlessly asked, ''Is he here yet?" 
''No Margrit, not yet," replied her l)lother who was in the 
kitchen baking Christmas cakes. 
11Where's Father?" asked Margrit now entering the kitcheno 
UHe went to the parade just after you left. Didn't you see 
him?" the Mother asked. 
·-
"No," replied Margrit. 
"Well, he must have stopped to talk to so~e of his 
I5 
I 
I, oo.,. 
0 
0 
0 
B. 
guild members then, 11 said the Mother. ''He '11 be home soon though." 
Margrit left the kitchen, passed through the living room, 
and opened the door of her bedroom. Her five year old brother, 
Martin, had been sitting in the living room, dressed, ready, and 
waiting. In his hands he held a small book. Now Margrit turned 
around and walked over to her brother. "What are you doing?" she 
asked. 
11 I 1m memorizing a psem for St. Nicholas," he said:. 
11Haven 't you learned a poem yet?" she asked • 
. 
"No," he said rather sheepishly. '.'Have you?" 
"Of course, silly," she said, "I memorized two last year, one 
for last year, and one for this year." 
ntrow do you know you can remember i t?n he questioned. "Have 
you tried saying it ? 11 
11No, l:/ut I'm sure I know it, 11 she answered. 
' 
Martin didn't say any thing more, so Margrit hurried back to 
her rooni. She took off her white night gown and changed into her 
good blue dress. She had just finishea 9ressing when she heard the 
door bell ring. She ran out into the living room to join Martin 
who had jumped up from his chair in such a hu~"that his book had 
.· ~.i. -.,. 
fallen to the floor. Their Mother answered the door, and in 
walked the children's father along with St. Nicholas and his 
two helpers. "Well, look what I brought home with me 111 the fatJter 
said. 
.._, .. \-
"Ho l Ho l Ho ·' II laughed st. Nicholas. ''Well, II he said rubbing 
his hands and stamping·~he snow off his boots, "if it isn't ~ friends, 
Margrit and Martino Have you been good children all year?" 
I6 
( 
"Oh yes," they answered simultaneously o St. Nicholas then slung 
his ~ack over his s:troulder, and entered the living room with his two 
I 
hel-pers. The t'lro children ran in after ijd.m, and their m.other and 
:t;&ther follmn:l"ci. st. Nichol::a-a· had a merry round f~ce and a·long 
white beard'o On his head- was a tall white hat similar to the one 
Margrit wore in the parade. He wore a long white robe which trailed 
to the gro~d, .. and in his hand he carried a staff o His helpers 
were s:t,mi:larlx.:dressed in long robes, and they, too, carried staffs • 
...... t~ I · · 
One held a pile of birch twigs tied with a pink bow. The othbr held 
a large black book. 
Sto Nicholas sat down in the big armchair, arid called the 
children before him one by one. "Martin," he called, and Martin 
' 
came forth. "Martin," he asked, "have you been a good boy all year?" 
11Yes, n replied Martino St o Nicholas then asked for his 
black.book, and turned the pages until he came to Martin's name. 
"A blank page, Martin," he said with obvious delight. "Indeed 
you have been a good boy o St. Nicholas is very pleased with yeu. 11 
Martin beamed. 11And now," asked St. Nicholas, what promises do you 
·have for the future?" 
"I will try not to slam doors," said Martin, nand to eat 
evet:rthi~ ·on my plate at dinner. n 
"Those are good resolutio.p.s,n said St0 Nicholas• "and now 
Martin~ can you recite a poem for St. Nicholas?" 
. Ma~tim began, "Jolly old st. Nichola'Slo~·· ••• .... ,n· and when he had 
l .. • .. 
finishe4 Sto Nicholas looked very pleased for Martin ha~ recited his 
poem pe:r:tectlyo 
I ' 
·11Ve!7 good, Martin,tt. coii1l)lended Sto Nicliolas, "and now., look 
I7 
what we have here fOr you." St. Ni~holas laid his book a:a.id~ and 
opened his sack. Martin stood wide-eyed for there in his sack 
were oranges, apples, nuts, candies, and cakes. He gave Martin 
a generous 'helping of each. "Keep up the goop. work, Martin, n he 
said. 
I I 
Martin was overcome wJth joy. '"Dfmke vie mal St. Nicholas," 
(th~tik you.ver,y~ch) ne said as he walked off with his loot. 
-- -,... ---- • l • 
His ·JJather and father who had been ~tand{~ by watching the whole 
procedure looked ver,r proud. 
10. 
"And now Margrit,'' called St. Nicholas, "have you been a good 
girl all year?" 
11 Yes, 11 replied Margrit a little ·hesitantly. She wasn't quite 
s~re she cquld top Martin's perfarmance. Martin had, indeed, tried 
hard tO be good all yearo St. Nicholas ~ow looked through his 
' 
~ t ....,.. "t 
book for Margrit's name. It was an agonizing wait for Margrit. 
She was beginning to get the feeling that St. Nicholas might have 
something. listed for her in his little black book. 
"Oh~dear, oh dear, oh dear," sighed Sto Nicholas when he had, 
' 
at last,, i'ound the pr'?per page. "Margrit,n said St. NicholaS, "there's 
some'thing listed hereo Do you know what it is?tt Margrit .thought 
•' ! • " ~ 
and ~bought, but she just couldn ·~ think of anything serious enough 
for St. Nicholas to record in his little black book. 
"Well," said St. Nicholas, ''it )"Ou can't remember now, maybe 
; 
you'll remember after you :reeite a poem." Margrit was ju~t about 
! 
rea~ to recite her poem when her mind suddenly went blank. She 
couldn't even reme~ber the first line. Tears c~e to her eyes as she 
I looked at the helper who carried the switches. 
.1: 
I8 
u. 
> 
"Margr1t,n said St. Nioho+as1 "why do you suppose you can't 
remember the :r;oetn?" 
e =-:.. 
' "B~_cause," said Margrit noit realizing what was in st. Nicholas's 
- . 
book, 11I though"t I could remember it from last year but I can •t." 
11But Martin remembered his, didn't he?" said st. Nicholas. 
"Yes, 11 said Margri t. 
"Ahd what did you say to him this afternoon when he was 
practicing?" asked St. Nicholas. 
. -
-
"I made fun of him and called him silly, 11 confessed Margri t. 
But I'm sorr,r St. Nicholas, really I am, I didn't mean ~thing 
by it.n 
. 
St. Nicholas could see that she wasi." telling the truth. "Well 
Margrit)" he asked, "what are your promises ·.for next year?" 
"I '11 make sure that I know a poem," replied Margri t, nand 
I promise never to tease mw littl~ brother." 
.. 'f 
And so St. Nicholas decided that Margrit's humiiation had 
been punishment enough. He quickly forgave her, reached into 
his sack; and gave Margrit a·whole armful of apples, candies, 
and nuts. She perked up imJnediately, her.,.eyes sparkled, and she 
thanked St. Nicholas over and over again. 
St. Nicholas then congratulated Margrit and Martin's parents. 
"They're good children," he said. "'lhe Christ Child will reward 
~o~ al~ ~n Christmas d~·"· With that St. Nicholas picked up his 
sack, beckoned·to his ·helpers, and with much tinkling of bells 
took his leave of Ma~~~i t and Martin. 
- ' 
,,. 
I9 
e 
WHEN CHURCH BELtS RING 
When Wollishofen, the neighborhood in which Ursi lives, was 
a village, the bells from the little church used to sound out 
the hour. NowWollishofen has become· a part of Zurich, and a 
large modern church has been built to replace the small one. 
Ever,r hour the bells from the large church can be heard all over 
Wollishofen. And now when the be~ls from the little church ring 
children from ever,ywhere run to the spot. Listen, the bells are 
ringing now l Come on, let 's go l 
12 .. 
2I 
Ursi walked along side of her~@thero In one hand she held 
I 
a_ ~Ill~~ l?asket filled with the day 9s ~roceriese ~e other hand. 
t11g~~d g~~·Fy at"he:r:-nretherns armo 1!Mother,'' she said, 1~the:r;E;~'s· 
, ..... 
the fr.ui t stando Are we g.oing to stop there too?" 
11
.Goodness Ursi, n her in0ther repliq1do 11You certainly are 
excited tod~o One would think you had never been shopping with 
. ·, 
yow . .Jn0the;·,:peforeo Yes indeed we are 9 11 she said in answer to Ursi•s 
que~t;lo:n~> "I need some cherries an9-,.c?-Pricots for tomorrov!~,..P.~e~o 
''IVll pick them out, Mother," Ursi exclaimed and ran on a(l!3,ado 
• '; "".: ' 4 
Ursi had, of course, been shoppi~ ~th hermether ~eforeo The last 
time? however, had been during h~r tWo week schsol vacation-~ j~~ 
J:t was now late autumn, and Ursi along with the rest of h~r clas~? 
J . 
had a week's vacationo This was the first day of UrSi's vacationo 
. . 
Ur~l had a~ked if she could accompa~·hermother to the supe~ mark~t 
I 
t~s m9rning3 and Mrso Weber h{ld promised to take Ursi w;i t~ hero 
b 
Mrso Weber 'went shopping every :~p.orni~ at 7~30~ the time Urfji left 
~or schoolo This morning, however, Mrso Weber postponed her shopping 
' • ( • > 
two hours so that Ursi could sleep latero It was ten o'clock by the 
time they- reached the fruit stando ' · 
. . . ) 
Ursi picked out four baskets of apric~ts and four baskets of 
cherries !llid emptied them into her mt~ther 1 s· shopping bago· ~ow with 
their ba~kets filled they turne~ to go homeo ·, 
timeo "I forgot the brea,d R I must hurry back to make the qinner 
~ 
before your father comes home at noono Will you go back to Mrso 
Huber's for me? Here's five centimes for the breado 11 Ursi was 
-
only too happy to goo She turned away and skipped down the streeto 
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11 Ursi," her mother cal;Led after her, "come fight back 111 
"I will, Mother,u she called. Ursi likf3d Mrs. Huber's small 
store ··bette:i than the qig super marketo She liked Mrs. Huber too. 
' 
Mrs. Huber was a big, kin~ woman who loved to talk, and Ursi 
always liked to listen to her. She usually knew everything that 
was going on in Wollishofen. 
A bell jingled as Ursi opened the door of the shop and Walked 
in. At the sound of the bell Mrs. Huber appeared from the back room • 
. 
"Well, Ursi, 11 she said, "how are you? And what can I do for you 
today?" 
"I'm just fine, Mrs. Hubs·r; 1t-< Ursf repi:i.~d to·Mrs. Huber's 
first questiono "I'd like five centimes worth of black bread ple'a:sl:,l ~" 
As ~rs. Huber cut the bread, Ursi wondered what news she would have to 
' 
relate to her today. Just as Mrs. Huber finished WT~J.pping the bread, 
the chu~ch bells_ rang. ¥rsi anxious~ looked at her watch 
expecting it to be eleven o'clock. Instead it was only 10~30. 
"Why.Mrs. Huber," she said, "it's the bells from the.~mall church. 
... ' 
There must be a wedding J" 
"Well for goodness sakes," said Mrs. Huber. 11 I had forgotten 
all about it. And I heard it was to be a carriage wedding too." 
"A carriage wedding ! 11 Ursi exclaimed. "Oh Mrs. Huber, ~re you 
. 
sure? A carriage wedding!" she exolaimed again. "Mrs. Huber, I've 
never seen one l Oh, I must go Jll Ursi immediaiteJ.y turned toward 
11Wait Ursij) You forgot your package," Mrso Huber called after hero 
Ursi ran back to the counter and grabbed the bread. 
~ lliank youo Good-by, Mrs. Huber. 11 The door opened, and the 
bell jingled behind her as she left. When she reached the street 
she had to wait for a tram tg pass by pefore she could cross. 
When the tram left, she raceq across tre street and down the hill 
on the other sideo Suddenly she remembered her mother's last 
wordso Come right home she had saido Ursi stopped shorto-
No, she thought, I can't go home, not now. Mother will understand. · 
I just can't miss the wedding, I just can't. She ran on down the 
hillo As she neared the church she began to see other children 
running as she was. I'll bet they don't know it 1s a carriage 
wedding she thought to herself. Wait until I tell them!J 
t 
A small crowd had alreaqy gathered at the church by the time 
Ur~i arrivedo Ursi saw her best friend and next door neighbor, Susi, 
and pushed through the crowd to meet hero "Hi, Sisi ~~~ she said 
as she approached her friend. "Susi," she whispered, by this time 
she 'was very much out of breath, "you'll never guess what! It's 
l 
going to be a carriage wedding gu 
I 
11Ursi," Susi exclaimed, "really? I've never seen a carriage 
wedding before 8" 
"Neither have I," exclaimed Ursi. 11Susi, Pm so excited." 
And they both jumped up and down and clapped their hands. 
Suddenly the bells from the big church rang. It was eleven 
o'clock. The carriages would be along a~ minute. Ursi then 
thou~t of her mother home in the kitchen. That was w~ere she, Ursi, 
should be alsoo Mother should be here she suddenly thoughto 
. 
I might sti~l have time to run home and get her before the 
car.ria~es come. No, she said to he;self on second thought. Mother 
would never~comeo She has to prepare the dinner before Father comes 
home. As long as Ursi could remember her m.QtliEil' had always 
" 
prepared dinner on time o When her father entered the house, 
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dinner was always ready to serveo 81 Mother is a good housewife,n 
Ursi thoughto I hope I can be like her some day~ Her father 
always said that the highest compliment that could be paid to 
a Swiss girl is that she's a devoted m~ther and housewife. 
Her thoughts were interrupted by the sudden cla~;j;er of 
hoof beatso nSusi.9" she cried out3 "they're coming J11 Four 
beautiful b1ack horses deckedwith red roses and drawing a carriage 
coverea wiih f1owers appeared first from around the cornero 
"Lock A Look J1~ the girls shouted to each othero A second carriage 
(\_ 
followed~ This one was drawn by four magnificent white horses 
decked with white roseso The girls stood in awe of the splendor 
of the carriages for very few families could afford such a weddingo 
The first carriage stopped now in front of the churcho 
.. 
The door was opened.9 and the Qr~qegroom, best man, and ushers 
• ~· • I 
l ~ ~ o o\ ~~ 
. . 
stepped out and stood before Ursi and Susio J.s the first carriage 
moved away .9 the second took its place in front of the churcho 
The bridegroom opened the door3 and three pretty girls dressed 
in pink stepped auto Then came the bride~ The groom took her 
. 
out stte~ched hand and helped her down from the carriageo Ursi 
immediately recognized her as the daughter of her father's guild 
~aster (guXld president). Her long white train trailed behind 
her as she entered the churcho 11Isnvt she beautiful, 11 Susi 
whisperedo The crowd waited until the whole party had entered 
the churcho Excited whispers were heard among the children as they 
began to leaveo ''Wait until I tell Mother this J'~ Ursi exclaimed to Susio 
"I can hardly wait gn 
Meantime Mrso Weber looked out the kitchen window of their 
second floor apartment to the clock on the tower of the big church. lh 30 g 
' 
·~ 
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n ~ere could Ursi be,she thoughto TheD suddenly she saw Ursi and ·Susi 
racing aro~d the bend and down the narrowwinqy·street toward their 
homes. 
26 
MORNING AT A 11 GYMNASIUM" 
Would you like to visit a Swiss high school? The Swiss have 
a special name for a high schoolo 'lhey call it a "gymnasium.". 
Trudi, a Swiss girl about your own age, is gqing to accompany her 
sister this morning to a ~nasiumo Letts go with her and see 
what happens l 
18o 
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Trudi 9s alarm went off at 6::30o 11Get up, Trudi, n said Anne 
M~rie, Trudi v s old~r sistsro 11We mustn v t be late today .. n Trudi 
? • 
sat up on the edge of her bed.. She was beginning to wonder if 
she really liked the idea of attending Anne Marie's gymnasium. 
She had to get up so earlyo Her own grammar school was only 
a block from her home, and she always got up later than Anne Marie. 
"Good morning, 11 said their moth~r as she entered their room. 
As soon as the girls were up, she stripped the beds, threw open 
the shutters, and hung the big fluffy coverlets out the open window 
to airo "Hurry now, or you 111 bot:l:l be late.," she said, and then 
left them to dress .. 
Trudi 'was a very good sixth level grammar school student .. 
Because of her excellent notes (grades)~ she had been selected to 
) 
attend a gymnasium for one morningo Many of the siXth level 
grammar school students would be attending the gymnasium next year, 
and it would be Trudi ns job to report to her class what she had 
seen at the gymnasium .. 
Now she walked over to the window and looked outo Below on 
the street a horse and buggy passed slowly by.. She watched until 
the clip clop of the horses hoofs could no longer be heard .. 
Then she quick~ got dressed, and she and Anne Marie together 
~ 
hurried into the ki tcheno fuere they sat down to a breakfast of 
strawberry yogart, black bread-9 and hot milko 
11Well.ll n said their m0ther9 11I have two gymnas~um students 
todayon Trudi beamed~ "Would' you like me to fix you some bread 
- . 
and cheese, Trudi, asd'I do· for Anne Marie's snackJU asked her mother .. 
·-
11 0h yes," said Trudio· She was anxious to do everything just the 
-
way Anne Marie did if she was going to be a real gymnasium studento 
20e 
Having finished breakfast.ll they jumped up from the table, kissed 
their mother good-by and then were off o Down the street they ran to 
the tram stop where Anne Marie met one of her classmateso Anne Marie 
introduced her sister and explained that Trudi would be visiting their 
classroom todayo The girl smiled ~indly and said that she was glad to 
have Trq.di ydth themo Anne Marieis friends are nice, Trudi thought. 
The big gymnas~ 'run was located on a hill on the other side of 
the ei 'Wo When they got off the tram, hundreds of girls were 
rushing up the hillo At the door of the school Anne Marie met 
several-more of her friends and together they all walked ino 
Inside, the halls were filled with students talking in groups, 
hanging up coats.ll and selling newspaperso 
When the seven fifteen bell rang,~~ ever,yone scurried into 
their classrooms 9 Anne Marie and Trudi sat down next to each other. 
There were three rows of desks.ll and all the desks in each row were 
attachedo Everyone looked around·at Trudi and smiledo She was 
obviously the center of attractiono When the teacher walked in 
ever,yone stood upo 11You may be seated now," he said once he had 
entered. · Anne Marie had previously asked him if her sister 
could attend the classo He told Anne Marie that he would be 
pleased to have Trudi come to visito He now spotted Anne Marie 
in the second row,\! and a young girl sitting beside hero 
"We have a young visiter with us today," he saido "She's 
~e Marie's sister, and she has been selected to come to the 
gymnasium to observeo We shall naturally want her to go back 
with a good reporto 91 The class smiled,\! and Trudi felt very 
importanto Anne Marie was now called on to give an oral book 
-· 
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report in English, and Trudi had some difficulty understanding 
her. At the end of the hour, the bell rang and two hours of 
German begap. This was followed by a short snack period in 
which Anne Marie and Trudi ate their bread and cheese o 
' > 
In the last class of the mo~ng, geography, the students 
were'studying the United Stateso Throughout the hour the 
geography teacher called on various students to answer questionso 
Trudi was stunned when she suddenly heard her name being called~> 
Anne Marie seemed equally amazedo 
11:ffiss Trudi Burkhardt, n said the teacher. 
"Sir, n Trudi respondedo 
"Perhaps you would like to answer the next question for 
us, n said the teacher. 
"Pll try, Sir," answered Trudi nervously. 
11What is the largest state in population?" asked the teacher. 
Trudi breathed easier now.ll and so did kme Marie for she knew 
that Trudi could answer the questiono Trudi stood up. 11 California, 
Sir," Trudi replied and then sat down againo Trudi knew the answer 
because she had an aunt living in California who often wrote , 
the Burkhardt family about her state .. 
IIWhy, that's very good.ll Trudi,u the teacher saido And Trudi 
felt very pleased that she had been able to answer the question. When 
the teacher suggested making Trudi an honorary gymnasium student, 
the plass s~owed their agreement by applause. Trudi was so 
delighted she could hardly speako Oh, will I have a lot to tell 
my class, she thoughto And Mamma and Papa'will be so proudo 
The noon bell rang, and the students were dismissed for luncho 
When they returned again at two oVclock, 'Trudi would be back 
3I 
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in her own schoolo As they left the school, maey of Anne Marie's 
classmates stopped to congratulate Trudio Trudi was now more 
., 
anxious than ever to attend the gymnasitliil ii~ft year. 
The girls' father was just returning home from work when they 
·' 
reached their homeo "Papa, Papa," shouted Trudi running up to 
-
himo "Papa, you'll never guess what ha,ppened to me today," she cried. 
"Well," he said as he took her hand and walked toward the door, 
"what happened to you today?" He turned to wink at Anne Marie. 
"Well," said Trudi excitedly, 11I •• oooe ... , and the three of 
them entered the houseo 
.. 
THE SHOOTING KING 
23. 
"Strike three l" yells an .American boy on a Saturday afternoon 
in Spring~ "Bull 1s eye 111 yells "a'boy in Switzerland on the same 
afternoono 
Shooting matches are as popular in Switzerland as baseball 
is in Americao Every Swiss boy, by the time he reachEH:~·· eighteen, 
is a member of the army. The Swiss are proud of the':i:r a.rmy and 
their system of neutralityo This means that the Swiss will not 
-
take part i;n warso But the Swiss need every able man to help 
them defend this positiono Once a week the younger men in the 
army must attend a shooting practice, usually on Saturdays. 
Often there are shooting matches for the boys who are not yet 
old enough to be members of the army. On practic~.days, the 
streets are crQwded with young men in uniform riding either 
motor scooters or bicycles with their rifles firmly attached to 
their backs. 
"Hey, there goes one now! Look, he r s beckoning to you l 
Hop on!'~: 
24. 
I 
It was the day of the annual ''Knabenschiessentt or "boy shooting, n 
and Christian Gruner was going to take part. Last year he had been 
runner-up in the event, and this year he just had to win. Though 
g~ristian was too young for the army, he was not too young to 
show his skill at the shooting match for boys his own age. 
Christian was anxious to become a member of the ar.my for he 
knew that th~ Swiss a~ was a good one. His father had often said 
that the Swiss arnzy- was the only army in the world that could be 
dressed and assembled in a minute 1s notice. This is because 
Swiss men keep their uniforms and rifles home with them. When 
Steve~ an American exchange student living with the Gruners, first 
arrived at.the Gruner home, Mr. Gruner proudly showed him his 
rifle and uniform. "Our army is not a war making army, tt he told 
Steve. "The Swiss army merely guards Swiss neutrali ty.n 
- . Steve had been living with th~ Gruners for six months now. 
Though he was three years older th~~ Christian, he and Christian 
had become good friends. Steve had been watching Christian 
practice for the past few weeks~ and he hoped that Christian 
would wino Steve knew that to be shooting king of Zurich was, 
indeea, a nigh honor for a Swiss boy. 
As the Gruners and Steve were getting ready to leave for the 
big event, Mari, ChristianVs younger sister, asked, ltCan I come too? 11 
L 
Last yea~ Mari ~ad stayed home with her grandmother. 
iiYes, Mari, you may come with us this year~" answered Mrs. 
Gruner knowing that Mari would be very .. di'sappointed otherwise. 
"Does she have to come?11 pleaded Christian. "She 'U ~ 
get in the way." .Mari looked so hurt that Christian quicJ.9.y 
35 
changed his mind. "Sure Mari9 you come too9 11 Christian saido 
"IWll need you to cheer for me." 
"OoKo 11 said Mari9 now smiling and lookin~ ve:q,- pleasedo 
The shooting grounds were located near t~~ tennis courts where 
the Gruner family often played tennis. Steve had been surprised 
to find that his Swiss family played tennis. I:t was one of his 
favorite sports. So +~~9 howevers the Gruners had been able to 
beat himo Christian ~q Steve could always hear the gun firing 
from the shooting practices whenever they played tennis on 
Saturday morningso Christian often told Steve that he longed for 
the day when he too could shoot in the practiceso Today9 at leasts 
he would be shooting in the annual boys w matcho 
The blue and white flags of Zurich were waving in the breeze 
when the Gruners arrived at the shooting grounds o Mari immediately 
ran off to ride on the merry-go=roundo Soon she returned eating 
a grilled sausage in one hands and a piece of hard bread in the othero 
"Can I have a bite?" asked Christiano 
"First Steve has to have a bites then you can9 11 replied Mario 
So Steve took a bite of the sausage and a bite of the breads and 
then Christian did the sameo The grilled sausage was one of 
his favoriteso Steve often wondered why the Swiss didn't combine 
the sausage and the bread like the Americans did with hot dogso 
"Gruetzi9 11 said someone suddenly from behind.7 and the Gruners 
turned around to see their friends Mro Peter, approaching. Mro P.eter's 
son, Hans9 had been the champion last yearo Hanss however9 was not 
with Mro Peter nowo 
"Where Vs Hans?et exclaimed Christiano Mr. Peter explained that 
Hans was ill and would be unable to participate in the match this 
26. 
yearo Christian was sorey to hear that his friend wouldn •t be 
shooting with him, but then suddenly it occurred to him that Hans 
was really his only competition. Now, thought Christian, he was 
sure to win. 
tfue Gruners then introduced Steve to Mro Peter. ''This is 
Steve from Califomia1 our new son," said Mr. Gruner. He always 
introduced Steve like that. 
"Ah, an .lmerikaner (American) J" exclaimed Mr. Peter. "How 
' 
do you like Switzerland?" he asked Steve. Steve told Mr. Peter how 
much he liked the Swiss people and their countr,r. 
' ., 
"Gee, he must like it here, 11 inte~pted Mari1 "he t s always 
taking pictureso 11 Steve blushed and laughed, and ever,rone 
laughed with himo 
USteve," Mro Peter suddenly asked," can you shoot?" 
hy~s;n answered Steve. 
'" . 
"How would you like to take my son 1 s place in the match today?tt 
asked Mr. Petero Everyone, including Steve, looked at Mr. Peter 
in amazement. It was certainly a good idea, but it was also 
highly irregular.o 
"~o you think it will be allowed?" asked Mro Gruner • 
·-
"Let's find out," Mr. Peter replied, and the Gruners, Mr. Peter, 
and Steve ·~1 walked toward the officials who were gathered at 
the judging stando Mr. Peter explained the situation---- that his 
son wouid be unable to participate, that someone was needed to take 
his place, and that a visitor to the countr.r should be allowed to 
show his skill. 
"Besides, he's not really a visitor," said Christian, "hers 
~ -
living with u~ ~or:a year so that makes him a Swiss." 
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After much persuasion, the judges fin~ gave their consent, 
~d Christian and Steve together entered the preliminaries. After 
an hour of shooting, Christian and Steve found themselves in 
competition with one another for the big title. Christian was amazed. 
He had no idea Steve would be so goodo Since Christian was a 
better tennis player and a better hiker than Steve, he assumed that 
.. , 
he would oe a better marksmano He knew that Steve could shoot, but 
he had never thought of Steve as a threat to the title. 
After the preliminaries Christian and Steve joined the Gruners 
and Mr~ Peter for coffee and pastr,r before the final match began. 
Mro and Mrso Gruner congratulated the two boyso Both expressed their 
- . 
surprise at Steve's abilit,r. "Well," said Mro Gruner, "may the best 
.. 
man win!'! 
I ' 
l 
Steve now found himself in a di~{icult situation. He had 
wanted to win ~he preliminaries, along with Christian, to show the 
' Swiss that he could do something as well as they if not better. 
But now tnere was a good possibilit.y of his winning the final match. 
Et wouid, .. no doubt, be close, but what if he should win? The match 
really didn't mean that much to him, but it did to Christiano For 
years Christian had longed ;for the titleo Christian was not the type 
of person who would hold a grudge if Steve won, but, nevertheless, 
S~eve felt the title rightfully belonged to a Swisso On the other 
hand,' if Steve should purposely miss his aim, Christian would not 
feel as though he had won the title fairlyo Steve now decided that 
.... 
he would shoot as well as he could. 
The final match was ready to begino· The bugles blew, and the 
officials announced the two semi-titlists. The boys shook hands, 
and Christian commenced shooting. He was glad that Steve had entered 
28. 
the match for now the competition was keener. Had he won without 
Steve 1s e~tr,r, he wouldn't have felt like a real shooting king. 
. ." 
He took careful aim on each sUQ~, ~is hands were stea~, and his eyes 
never left the targeto Whe~ h~ was finished, the crowd cheered. He 
had accum~~ted thirty-five points out of a possible high of thirty-six. 
~e'lifted the gun down from his shoulder and then sat down to watch 
' his opponento He was exhausted after such intense conce~'ra~iQ~• The 
crowd was still cheering, but he was'only partially aware of them. He 
felt dazed, har~ realizing that no one had-ever reached a score 
as hig~ as thirty-five • 
. 
Steve'"'now began shooting, and everyone wondered if the 
~ •f" •• 
American boy could top Christian's scoreo "Thirty-two," the scorers 
. 
yellea, "thirty-three ••• o. o o o o. "llHI~TY-FOUR pt And the last shot had 
. . 
been fired. Steve dropped the gun on the ground and breathed a 
sigh of reliefo Christian had wonl Steve ran over .to congratulate 
him~ and soo~ the ~est of the crowd gathered around. Mari pushed 
througli the crowd yelling~ "You won C~ristian, you won 1" Christian 
stooiup now har~ believing his earso Two officials escorted him 
to the judges f stand. "The shooting king," ·tll.~ ~Q.'Qllcer yelled 
. . 
I 
as he held up Christian's hand,$) "Christian Grtm,~f i'! Crowds cheered, 
and cameras clicked as Christian was presented the g;rand prize o:r 
I 
three hundred francsi 
39 
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THE HIKERS 
Fi-di-ri, Fi-di-ra, F~-d~-ra-la-la~la-la. 
Listen! Do you hear it too? 
Fi-di-ri-, Fi-di-ra, Fi-di~ra-la-la-la-la. 
There it is again! 
'The hikers are returning 1 H.~" they come 1 
. , 
4r 
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A group of school children sang softly as they hiked along 
a dusty trail. The girls were dressed in skirts, knee socks, 
and head scarfs. The latt~r 9qYt~d their long braids and protected 
their heads from the sun a~~ dust. The boys, wearing shorts, 
sweaters, and sandals, carried knapsacks on their backs. 
All the children had rud~ complexions after their long hike to 
the Gonergrat, a spot which offers a breathtaking view of the 
Matterhorno Now they were returning, leaving the snow covered 
majestic peak of the Matterhorn behind them. Hans, the young 
leader of the group, poked his hiking stick into the ground as 
he walked along. His knickers were covereg with dust after the 
long trip. Hans's greatest ambition was to climb the Matterhorn. 
He had been t.aught to hike when he was three years old, and he 
had been hiking ever since. The children, with Hans in the lead, 
were now descending throtrgh the wooded area, and the most difficlil t 
part of the hike was over. Soon they would be on the road leading 
to the town of Zermatt. As the first weathered chalets or' the 
village came into view, the children began singing in louder 
and more vigorous voices. In the distance ahead of them two 
hikers could be seen returning to town. Hans noticed the ropes 
and picks attached to their belts and wondered if they had climbed 
the Matterhorn. "Oh, if only I could talk to them," he thought. 
"If ozi!.y -~-~o~~ .t~k to_ S?.E!_eone yv!J.o has cl:tmbe·d ·the Matterhorn." 
. 
As they neared the chalets Hans noticBd a young·girl dressed in 
.. -- --
slacks and ~ swe~ter sitting on the fence before her homeo· Her short 
black hair hung straight. She was strumming a guitar and singing softly. 
Her music had attracted a number of the returning hikers, and the,r 
paused before moving ono The children ce.ased their own singing as they 
42 
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neared her. Two returning hikers were still listening to her when 
the children arrived. They were wearing high boots, bold red 
shirts, and old weather-beaten hatso "Are you coming fram the 
Matterhorn?" Hans askedo 
The two men smiledo "No san, I V:ni afraid not, 11 th~y repliedo 
''We only got as far as the first hut.'' Then the two men moved on. 
The children hadn't noticed that the girl had stopped singing. 
Now she spoke for the first time. "Most people climb the Matterhorn 
in two days," she explained. "They climb to the hut at the foot of the 
.. J~tterhorn the first day, sleep over night there, and then start the 
real climb at six o'clock the next morning. That way," she continued, 
rtthey can reach the top by noon and still hav.e time to return before 
the sun sets. Those men you were just talking to were probably forced to 
· return because of poor weather conditions.''· 
' 
Hans looked at her in amazement. "How do ycm know so much 
' 
about it?" he askedo 
·-
"Well," said the ,girl<)') "Pve lived here all my life, and 
besides I •ve climbed the Matterhorn myself o" 
"YOU climbed the Matterhorn gn Hans exclaimedo He could scarcely 
believe ito He had heard stories of girls climbing the Matterhorn 
before, but he didn't think they were true. 11Surely3 1• he thought 
to himself, 11if she climbed the 'Matterhorn, I shol4d be able to some 
day.'f "How old are you?" Hans now asked her. 
·-
~~~~ghteen," she repliedo . The childrerr"'We:t"e·•"f'a.Sc±nated oy this young 
... ... , :. 
... , - .... 
girl, and they all gathered around hero 
!'.Do you want to climb it again?" one of the children asked. 
I 
n:oh yes, I think so," the girl repliedo "Maybe next year.'! 
Just then an older man wearing hiking boots came out of the house 
and walked toward the girlo 
"Anna," her fat!j.er called, "invite thtp children in. I'm 
sure they're thirsty ffter their long hike.''· Not only were the 
children thirsty, but they were anxious to 4ear mor~a~0u~Anna. 
I I .f• 
~nce __ they were ~nside, Anna and her father served- t.lfeiii. col~ d~~~s 
of watero Then Hans began to question Anna once againo 
·''Who taught you how to climb, Anna?" he asked. 
-
"My father did,'' Anna repliedo "He was a gilide once and one 
"" l / -(.. -. 
of the best in Zermatto'! ·Hans and the children now turned· their 
•t!'"' 
attention·toward the fathero It had never occurred to Hans that 
this gr~-haired man might have been a guideo Though now that Hans 
was looking at him closely, he could see that for an aging man he 
was still in good condition. 
"Gee,". Hans said, "you certainly must be good. 11 
"Not as good as my daughter," said the mano 
ifYour daughter's better than you~~~ Hans exclaimedo 
"Sure,'' said the mano "She's young and limber. You have 
- -
to be young to climb wello" 
"How many times have you climbed the Matterhorn?" Hans asked. 
"Oh,'! replied the man, 11 I've lost track by now." Hans 'couldn't 
imagine ~yone climbing the Matterhorn so many times that he'd loose 
count. 
tiy0u know," said Hans, "I'm going to climb the Matterhorn someday." 
~ -
"You are, are you," said the mano "Well, I don't doubt ito Are 
-~ 
you the leader of this group?" he asked. 
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"Yes, I am," said Hans proudly. 
11Why," said the man, "you 9re not much older than the rest of 
these children, are you?" 
"Two years," replied Hans. 
''And where did you go?" asked the mano 
- -
"To the Gonergrat and back,'! :fit!tJ.s answeredo 
It was now the man's turn to be surprisedo "That's quite 
an undertaking for a young boy J'' he exclaimedo '~You must know 
the trails very well." 
"Yes," said Hans, "I've climbed it many times before with my 
"Well," said the man, "I'm sure you will climb the Matterhorn 
some dayo'1 
. 
"Do you really think sal" Hans exclaimed. 
"Yes, I do," said the man, "I'd say you were a born climber!'! 
Hans was thrilledo The man left the room now, but returned in a 
momenta "Before yeu leave," he. said to the children, "here's 
something for all of youott He gave them each a piece of edelweiss, the 
Swiss national flowero The children were delighted, for edelweiss grows 
at very high altitudes, and so~e of the children had never seen the small 
fuzzy white flower beforeo 11I got them on my last climb," the man said. 
" 
After thanking him the children lefto When they were back on the 
road one of the children asked, 11Do you really want to climb the Matterhorn, 
Hans?" 
'• 
"I sure do," replied Hans·. ltMore than ever now,n he thoughto 
It was getting, late, now, and the streets. were crowded. Horse 
and buggies were'wheeling around corners, and more and more hikers were 
' ... :••1 
returning. As the children walked through the tc>Wn, they passed b;r-a: small 
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cemetery.. Hans knew that all those. men had. lost their lives climbing 
the Matterhorno He- turned· hia he-ad: away- and began singing, "Fi-di-ri, Fi-
di-ra. "· And the children joined in, IIFi-di-ra-la-la-la-lao "· It was 
a long time before their music died outo 
7- ~"<-.,. ~ 
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DAY F0R THE BROOMS 
"Sweep l Sweep gn they yell as a stone is slid across the ice. 
A broom and a stone! That's all the Swiss need for an exciting 
ice game called curlingo Hey, there goes another stonel 
The pl!iyers are yelling, and the crowds are cheering 1 Come on, 
let, 1 s watch l 
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Peter Bruner watched the ~now covered A~ps whiz by the train ) ; i . 
window. ij:e and his family were on their way ~o Sto Moritz for 
their win}er holiday. Businessw.en and school children alike were 
a~ways altowed a week's vacation during the ~nter. Winter was Peter's 
favorite ~easono He loved skating and tobog~aningo 
~other of his favorites was a ~arne called curling, but at this he was 
. a spectatl!>r rather than a parti-9ipant. This was his father's favorite 
sport. El(ery year hi·s father lo.oked forward with enthusiasm to the 
annual curling matches at St. MQritz. Even npw as Peter glanced at 
his fathet sitting opposite him~ he could see him carefully figuri~ 
out vario~s plans of attack on paper for tomorrow's game. His fatper 
was the captain or skipper of h;j.s team-skip fer shorto Peter 
r 
' 
seeretly £iesired to be a skip himself. Often he would practice by 
himself o~ the frozen lake at hqme. He'd use his father's•curling stones 
and.a broom from his mother's close~. And th?t's all you need to play 
the game ~--several stones an~ a broomo As Peter's thoughts t~ned to 
curling) pe w~s suddenly remind~ao~ his American uncle who•had come to visit 
his famil:f last yearo Mr. Bruner had been telling the unci~e how :much 
lie liked curling, and that it w,s hts favorite sporto When the uncle 
·~skedwha~ curling was, Mrs. B~ner got~ large S.tone, placed i~ in the 
middle of the'living rot>m floor, and begal;l sweepi:J;J.g'in frontr~o:f: i.t. 
The pee-r= une-le- was C'emplete-ly- b-af'fJ:edo Pete.r h,a.d"- t~ "iaugh every 
time he thoug~t of t~iso 
Actuallyithis was a very good way of explaining the gQ:me •for this 
. ' 
'is ·precisely what happens. The game is played on C!ll ice· r:tnk"'by. two 
teams,:each team consisting of four members. The object is to slide highly 
polishe~ stones across the ice from one end of th~ rink to a target. 
scratched into the ice ~t t4e other end of the ri~. If a stone is going 
too slowly to reach the tar9et, team members may sweep ~he ice in 
front of the stone in order to make it move fastero Peter loved to 
watch the game as it usuallY. became highly excitingo 
Peter again looked out the window, and now he could see the 
little snow covered town of Sto Moritz lying in a valley against 
the Alps. "Get ready, Peter, 11 his mother said interrupting' his 
tnoughtso "We're almost thereon Peter began to put on his 
~ 
cpato His father got up, reached for the suitcases above their 
seats; and placed them on the seat next to Peter's. A conductor 
opened the door to their car and called out, ''St. Moritz, all out 
for St. Moritz 1" The train carne to a sud~en st?p, and Mro Bruner 
leaped off and on to the station platform. Mrso Bruner quickly 
opened the window by their seats, and Peter shoved the sui teases 
through the window to his fatl].e:c.! s waiting hands beJ.~Wo Then 
he and his ,:mo,.ther j~ped off thE} train, and, the ~rain chugged awayo 
They had been just ·in time! Trains rarely allow enough time at 
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each stop, and if pne wants to get off in time, one had better throw 
his suitcases out the window. 
Soon they heard their names being called, and turning araund 
Peter·saw his Uncle Karl running toward them. "Gruetzi," he said 
when he reached themo tt Gruetzi," they returned, and all hugged 
and kissed one another. Uncle Karl picked up their suitcases and 
led the Bruners to his sleigho Peter loved the sleigh ride and the 
jingling_of the bells. Soon theywould be at Uncle Karl's ho~e where 
.. 
Aunt Katrinwas preparing dinner, and Peter's cousins were awaiting 
his arrival. 
The next morning Peter was up bright and earlyo -Itwas a 
beautiful clear morning, but cold and bittero Perfect weather for 
• 
' 
a curling match 1 Petex's father and uncle had already been practicing 
for two hours when Peter, his mother~ aunt and cousins arrived at the 
rinko There crowds were gath~ring, flags were waving, and loud speakers 
were blaring. There, were many rinks and many games being played, but 
Peter quickly found his father. His father·and the rest of his team 
members were wearing bulky sweaters, heavy pants, and rubber soled 
bootso Some were talking among themselves and smoking pipes. At one 
end of· the rink were the stones. Mro Bruner had tied ribbons around 
the handles of his team's stones in order to distinguish them from the 
opposing team'~ stones. 
When the whistle blew, the crowds cheered, and the action began. 
-
Mro Bruner and his opposing skip stood near the target at one end of 
the rink While the rest of the players remained at the other end. 
Each player would throw two stones before the.skips took their turns. 
Peter's father started the game by calling out to his team how he 
wanted the stones played. As soon as he held his broom on the spot 
where he wanted the first stone to be placed, the first player threw 
hi~ stone. ttWell laid down," Peter's father yelledo "Not a touch" (not 
-
a touch of the b~oom needed). The crowd cheered. Now it w~s the 
opposing skips \urn. He ~ointed to the spot where he wanted the stone 
laid, and his teammate threw. As soon as the skip perceived that it 
was going too slowly he yelled, "Sweep it.ll Sweep itJ", whereupon the 
members of his team ran along side of the stone and swept in,.front of 
it. After they had swept for some time, the skip. yelled, _uup brooms, 
up!" as a signal for his men to stop sweeping. When the stone landed 
_ just where the skip wanted it he congratulated his teammates with, "Well 
swept, well swept indeed !It 
5I 
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The game had only been ~n progress for a half hour when it began 
•"-
~ 
to snow. The teams looked'~ bit glum, and the crowd looked doubtful. 
Peter knew what the snow meant all righto It made the game much more 
difficult to pl~Y· The ice would have to be swept constantly in order 
to clear the snow and keep the stones moving. Peter heard his ~ather 
say, 11Well, it will certainly be a day for the brooms!'' 
After another half hour of vigorous play, one of the sweepers 
on Mr. Bruner's team sudde~ slipped and fello Peter's father helped 
him to his feet, but he had sprained his ankle and would have to be 
eliminated from the game. "What will be done?" the crowd murmured. 
"Who 'Will take his place?" It was up to Peter's father to decide this. 
·-
If his team had been loosing he would have gladly stopped the gameo 
But his team was winning even if only by a slight margin, and he wanted 
to continue plC!iV. 
n Any of you men want to Yolunteer?" he asked of the men in the 
crowd. No one responded. 11What 1s the matter with you men anyway?" 
-
he ·yelled.. "No one wants to play?n .Again silence. Suddenly a young 
voice was heard, and Peter stepped out onto the ice., 
"I'll play !11 he said.. The crowd looked at Peter in astonishment. 
"Why he's no bigger than one of them stones ! 11 someone yelled, and 
everyone laughedo Peter burned with embarrassment .. 
. ;,Maybe nat," his father said coming to his aid, 11but he can 
throw them 1" The crowd was silenced by this remark .. "Come on out here, 
son," Yr. Bruner called and Peter obeyedo 
. 
When the game began again, the stones were in a strategic position. 
Peter's team had one stone smack on the bull's eye and several stones 
guarding it. However, there was still a narrow opening leading to this 
' 
stone, and it was, therefore, possible for an opposing stone to sail right 
.. 
4o. 
through knoc~ing the winning stone out of _plp.ce. It was now Mr. 
Bruner's turn to throw, and he dec~ded on a shot that would close up 
the openingo But it was going to 'be a difficult play for his stone 
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would have t~ curl around in order to reach the desired spoto "Sweepers, 
wake 1" he yelled to his teammates co When the stone left his hand he 
watched its passage carefully, never letting his eyes leave the stone. 
Suddenly he yelled, "Sweep her 1 Sweep her l Don 1t leave her for a 
moment 1 Sweep J Sw:eep 1" . Peter began furiously sweeping, and when he 
had finished, the stone landed in the proper spoto 1tw'ell S\'{ept, Peter l 
Well swept l" yelled his father. Apd the crowds cheered for the 
.. 
narrow openi:pg had been securely closedo t•TJ:J.at boy's a good sweeper," 
said the opposing skip grimlyo Peter's father ·lit his pipe a~d talked 
gaily to his teammateso Now itwa~ the opposing skip's turn. If he 
' 
could knock ~11 the stones out of place he could still land on the 
winning spot. He played his shot amid dead silence. It s•Or1 bedame 
apparent that his stone was just not going to make it. The ston~ 
stopped, and there it was! The game was over, and Mr. Bruner's p'ep!. had 
won. Peter knew that his sweeping was responsibleo 'lhe winning team 
,. 
threw their brooms in the aiT, and Peter was c~rried off the ice as 
cheers and applause filled the air. 
LANTERNS ON PARADE 
0 
0 
/ 
0 
A long time ago, the t~ree cantons of Uri, Schwyz, and Unterwalden 
lived in peace and content~ent until their aggre~sive neighbor, Austria, 
tried to bring them under Austrian :roleo The men. of the three cantons 
resolved, however, to be free, and on August First in the year twelve 
hundred ninety one, long before Co+~pus discovered America, they united 
for mutual protectiono Meeting on ~ mbadow called the ~tli in the 
canton of Sehwyz, they raised right hands and pledged themselves to 
an oath of liberty while bonfires on near~y mountain tops proclaimed 
freedom throughout the land. 'lhus Switzerland came to be, taking 
. 
its name from the canton Schwyz, the Germ~n word for Switzerlando Many 
wars were fought, however; before the Swiss actuallY achieved indepen-
denceo It was during this time that the legend of William Tell 
originatedo The story of William Tell is well known and loved by all 
Swiss childreno 
iHHH}iHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHh'Hh'HH!-lt* 
A young girl named Dorli Muller is standing on the balceny of 
her home in the canton of Schwyz. It is August First, the Swiss 
National Independence D~o Dorli has been decorating her balcony 
~th c?lorful paper lanterns. Some are plain yellow, but most are 
red with white crosses on them, the same as the Swiss flag. · ihe 
lanterns are suspended on wooden sticks, and Dorli has placed them in 
the geranium flower boxes which hang from the balconyo Now after 
hanging the Swiss flag from the center of the balcony-, 1Jerli is 
going into the house to hear her favorite- stc;>ryo 
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Dorli sat on her father's lapo Mro Muller read from a large book 
as he always did on the afternoon of .August First. Dorli loved .l)earing 
' . 
the same story every yearo 
"A short time after the men of Schwyz, Uri, and Unterwalden had 
taken the oath of liberty_, II read the father1 II a mean Austrian 
-
governor named Gessler placed' a hat upon a pole in a meadow in 
the canton of Scbwyz. Since he was governor of the land, he made 
- -
all those who passed by bcm down to the hato To bow to an Austrain 
hat was naturally an insult to the Swiss. But the hat was guarded 
by two soldiers, one on either sideo Those who refused to bpw to 
the hat were taken prisoners. Eve:cy-one bowed but one ! This man 
was William Tell g 1\hen William Tell with his youn~ son, Wal.te.r 
' 
walked by the hat, he refused to take notice of ito 1 Halt~··· cried 
one of the soldiers, and grabbing Tell by the arm he threate~ed to 
take him prisonero .Sudderily hunting horns were heard_, and the 
approach of Gessler was announcedo 
'What's the trouble here,' asked Gessler in a rough voiceo 
'This man refused to bow to the hat, Sir,' replied the soldiero 
'What's your name?' asked Gessler directing his question 
ts Tello 
'William Tell, a was the reply o 
~You refused to bow to the hat, did you?' Gessler askedo 
'I did,' answered Tell proudlyo 
Gessler was furious. To ~ay for his crim~ the governor ordered 
Tell ~o shoot an arrow through an apple_p:fiaced on his son's head. If 
:I.ell missed his 0wn head would be taken.!• 
"What happened then, Daddy? What did William Tell d®?" 
interrupted Dorli. 
"Well," said the fatilrer's. ttpoor William Tell implored the mercy 
of the gove~Gr-, but ~ t was no -qs':lo 'lhe apple WfS placed ~m Walter'& 
head, and T~ll was ordered to shooto The crowd +o~~ed 0~.in hnrr~~ 
But Tell'·s &trrew hit tpe apple, and when it did ~o Tell fell ·to 
the ground exhaustedo The crowd cheered, but GessleD was angered 
~y Tell's astonishing feato ·Suddenly ·Ges~ler, noticing a second 
' 
arrow in Tell's belt, questioned him about ito Tell brav~ly replied, 
·'-":!Th~t ~rrow was meant for you in case the first one had hit, my:· 
~ -· ~~ • \ j 
. ~ ... 
UpG-n he-~~ring" that, Gessler immed:ta~ely gave the order to 
seize Tell and take him as a prisoner on'his shipo 
Several days later Tell escaped from the ship during a stormo 
He was now determined to take Gessler's lifeo -One d~ as Gessler 
rode through the .forest, a crowd. lay in wait for him at the passo 
When Gessler reached the pass his way was blocked by the crowd demanding 
justiceo Gessler ignored their pleas~ and ordered the pass to be 
clearedo .Suddenly an arrow pierced his heart, and he fell to the 
groundo .William Tell leaped out fran behind a rock and declared the 
countr,y henceforth free. The cheering crowd cried eut, iThe countr,y 
is free l The ceuntry is free 11 And William Tell had become 
Switzerland's herooP 
Mro -Muller closed the book from which he was reading o "Daddy, was 
there really a William Tell ?11 .Dorli askedo 
·-
"Well, Dorli, 11 said the father, "we do:q. •t ~QW ~;f there really 
- . -
was a William Tell, but we ~o ~~w that Swit~erland is, i~deed, a free 
I ' 
.. 
count:cyo -~d this we can rati1ribute to all the' brave men of Schwyz, 
Uri, and Unterwaldenwho pledged themselves to'freedom on .t~~~ y~~ 
day in the year twelve hundred and ninety oneo .And toni_ght -~e,rlll be 
gsing to the Butli where the oath actually took placeo" 
When the sun set, Dorli and her-mother and fath~r walked to 
' . 
the hist0ric meadow o ~1 the families from the cantans af 
Schwyz, Uri, and Unterwalden ~re gathered to celebrate their 
independenceo A platform and chairs were set up f0r the many 
speecheso ·In the center of the platform the Swiss national flag 
was hangingo It was a large red flag "With a white crosso On either side 
of this flag were the flags of Uri~ Schwyz, and Unterwaldeno After 
the speeches, a group of men acted out the scene that had taken 
place there so many years beforeo Then ever,yone joined in the 
Swiss national anthemo Dorli sang out loud and clearo -She felt 
goed all over, and proud t0 be a Swiss, and p~uder yet to be 
from the canton, Schwyzo On nearby mountain tops bonfires burst 
~~to ~ames, and fireworkw boomed in the distant ai~o But it 
was the last part of the program that Dorli liked besto This 
was the childrens! lantern parade of which she was to be a parto 
,.,. \ 
As the ch~idren ~;t ready, candle lights sprang fro~ e~e;~zyWhere:. 
until th~ w~~le mea~0w was illuminated by the chil.drelis' paper 
lanternso ·· Dorli had a red lantern with a white crosso Other 
children had lanter~s with faces of rabbits, bears, and bulls on 
... , .. 
themo -There were ~anterns of ever.r~size, shape, and coloro The 
children were called tG order, the lights were ~,E~embled in ~;me 
spot, and the procession begano The children w~ked single file 
dawn the path Gessler h~d, as legend tells us, taken to his deat~ 
I 
Then they began singing the national anthe~o And on theywalked 
until they passed out of sighto 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
~he purpose of this study was to present a realistic approach 
to life in Switzerland through a series of original short stories de-
signed as supplementary material for intermediate grade children, and 
by so doing to wake a faraway land become more meaningful. The study 
was conce-rned with the following problems: 
1. To make learning material meaningful and easy td remember 
by including it within the framework of a fiction story 
2. To create real rather than artificially contrived plots 
3. To determine howwell the stories are liked by intermediate 
grade children. 
Evaluation proceedings consisted of four steps, as follows: 
(1) to determine the extent to which the stories were liked; (2) to 
determine through a series of questions what parts of the stories were 
liked and disliked, and whether or not the vocabulary was difficult; 
(3} to determine in the children's own words what was liked and dis-
liked; and (4) to determine attitudes toward Switzerland as a result 
of the stories. 
With the exception of the third step, the above required the 
counting and tabulating of individual responses. Each step will be 
dealt with individually .. 
-5Q-
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~he children at all grade levels represented a combination of 
bright, average, and slow learners. It was not considered necessary to 
determine which of the three ability groupings responded most favorably 
to the stories, but rather to determine a response based on the over-
all population. 
Step· one consisted of determining the extent to wh~ch the stories 
were liked by having the children rate the sto·ries as follows: excel-
lent, very good, good, fair, and poor. The above ratings were tabulated 
for each story on a one-to-five basis, where one was poor and five was 
excellent, and the mean rating determined. Mean ratings were calculated 
for each grade level totally, and for boys and girls separately. Table 
I shows the mean ratings at the fourth grade level. 
'!'ABLE I 
MEAN .RATINGS AT THE FOURTH GRADE LEVEL 
Story Total No. Rating No. of Rating No. of Rating 
of Children Boys Girls 
1. The Burning of 
the Snowman .•• 39 4.1 21 4.0 18 4.2 
2. A Poem for St. 
Nicholas ••..•. 39 4.5 21 4.3 18 4.7 
3. When Church 
Bells Ring ..•• 39 3.9 21 3.8 18 4.0 
4. Morning at a 
Gymnasium ••••• 39 4.3 21 4.2 18 4.0 
5. The Shooting 
King .......... 39 4.5 21 4.5 18 4.3 
6. The Hikers .••• 37 4.1 20 4.1 17 4.1 
7. Day for the 
'Brooms •• ._ .•.. ·. 39 4.3 21 4.4 18 4.2 
8. Lanterns on 
Parade •••••.•. 39 4.1 21 4.2 18 4.1 
e, 
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The stori~s pest liked at the fourth grade level were A ~oem 
for St. Nicholas and The Shooting King, each with a mean rating of 4.5. 
The story least liked was When Church Bells Ring, with a mean rating 
of 3. 9. 
Stories 4, 5, 7, and 8 were liked best by boys. Stories 1, 2, 
and 3 were liked best by girls. S.tory 6 was liked equally by both 
boys and girls, 
Table II shows the mean ratings at the fifth grade level. 
TABLE II 
MEAN RATINGS At THE FIFTH GRADE LEVEl. 
Story Total No. Rating No. of Rating No. of Rating of Children Boys Girls 
1. 'rhe Burning of 
the Snowman ••. 37 3.9 18 3.7 19 4.1 
2. A Poem for St. 
Nicholas ••.... 37 4.4 18 4.5 19 4.4 
3 •· When Church 
Bells. Ring ••.• 33 3.3 16 2~9 17 3.7 
4 • .Morning .at a 
Gynmasium. •.• ~ • 33 4.1 16 3.9 17 4.2 
5. The Shooting 
King .......... 37 4.2 .18 4.3 19 4.1 
6. The Hikers •.•• 37 3.6 18 3.3 19 3.9 
7. Day for the 
'Brooms . ••••.•• 36 4.2 18 4.2 18 4.Z 
8. Lanterns on· 
Parade •••••••• 36 3.6 18 3.1 18 4.1 
The story best liked at the fifth grade lev~l was A Poem for St. 
Nicholas, with a mean rating of 4.4. The story 1e.ast liked was When 
Church Bells Riilg, with a mean rating of 3.3. Stories 2 and 5 were 
liked best by_boys. Stories 1, 3, 4, 6, and 8 were liked best by 
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'- girls. Story 7 was liked equally by both boys and girls. 
Table III shows the mean ratings at the sixth grade, level. 
TABLE III 
MEAN: RATINGS AT THE SIXTH GRADE UVE~ 
Sto-ry Total No. Rating No. of Rating No·. of Rating 
of Children Boys Girls 
1. The Burning of 
the Snowman ••. 35 3.3 16 2.9 1~ 3.7 
2. A Poem for St. 
Nicholas •••.•• 35 4.5 16 3.6 19 4.4 
3. When Church 
Bells Ring •.•• 33 3.1 16 2.7 17 3.5 
4. Morning at a 
Gymnasium ••••. 33 4.1 16 4.0 17 4.2 
5. The Shooting 
King .......... 36 4.3 17 4. 9 19 4.3 
6. The Hikers ••.• 36 3.8 17 3.5 19 4.1 
7. Day for the 
I 
.Brooms •..••... 36 3.8 17 3.7 19 4.1 
8. Lanterns on 
Parade ........ 36 3.8 17 3.5 1.9 3.9 
The story best liked at the sixth grade level was A Poem for St. 
Nicholas, with. a mean rating of 4. 5. The story least liked was When 
Church Bells ·Rin&, with a mean rating of 3 .1. All the stories were 
liked best by girls with the exception of story 5. 
Step two consisted of determining. through a series of questions 
what parts of the stories were liked and disliked, and whether or not 
the vocabulary was difficult. The number and percentage of negative 
responses were recorded for each question pertaining to each story. 
Table IV' shows the number and percentage of negative responses 
to questions concerning parts liked and disliked and vocabulary diffi-
culty at the fourth grade level. 
• - • 
TABLE IV' 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF NEGA'l'IVE RESPOl-lSES '00 QUESTIONS CONCERl'l:ING PARTS LIKED AND DISLIKED 
. AND VOCABULARY DIFFICULTY AT THE FOURTH GRADE LEVEL 
Children Who Children Who Children Whcr Children Who Children Who 
Story Total Found Words Disliked Disliked Disliked Thought Story 
Chil• Hard Title Introduction Ending Was Too Short 
dren No. % .No. % No. % No. % No. % 
1. The Burning of 
the.Snowman •••••• 39 7 18.0 2 5.1 4 10.2 3 7.7 7 18.0 
2. A Poe~ for 
St. Nicholas ••••• 39 1 2.6 2 5.1 8 20.4 3 7.7 8 20.4 
3. When Church Bells 
Ring . .•......•... 39 4 10.2 8 20.4 7 18.0 18 46.0 9 23.0 
4. Morning at a 
Gymnasium .....•.. 39 0 0 4 10.2 4 10.2· 12 30.8 11 28.1 
5. The Shooting 
King ............. 39 1 2.6 3 7.7 6 15.3 3 7.7 6 15.3 
6. The Hikers ••••••• 39 0 0 7 18.0 8 20.4 11 28.1 9 23.0 
7. Day fo:r the 
Brooms . ......•... 39 0 0 6 15.3 4 10.2 4 10.2 6 15.3 
8. Lanterns on 
Parade ..........• 39 3 7.7 15 38.4 5 12.9 7 1-B.O 8 20.4 
-- ----- --
. 
·-
- _, __ 
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The story having the most significant recording, as shown in 
Table IV, was When Church Bells Ring, with 46 per cent disliking the 
ending. Other significant responses were as follows: 30.8 per cent 
disliked the ending of story 4, and 38.4 per cent disliked the title 
of story 8. 
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Table V shows the number and percentage of negative responses 
to questions concerning parts liked and disliked and vocabulary dif-
ficulty at the· fifth grade ievel. Differing totals are accounted for 
by daily absences. 
\ 
• e -
TABLE V 
WUMBERAND EERCENTAGE OF NEGATIVE 'RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS CONCERNING FllRTS LIKED AND DISLIKED 
AND VOcABULARY DIFFICULTY AT, THE FIFTH GRADE LEVEL 
~- ~ 
----------- -----
~-~ 
--------- ---
Children Who Children Who Children Who. Children Who Children Who 
Story Total Found Wo;rds Disliked ))is liked Disliked Thought Story 
- Chil- Hard Title Introduction Ending Was Too Short 
dren No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 
1. The Burning of 
the Snowman ••.•.• 37 1 2.8 5 13.6 7 19.0 3 8.1 5 13.6 
2 • A ·l'oem. for 
St. Nicholas ••••• 37 1 2.8 2 5.4 2 5.4 2 5.4 4 10.8 
3. When Church Bells 
Ring. , ........... 33 2 6.0 11 33.3 10 30.3 17 51.6 9 27.2 
4. Morning at a 
Gymnasium ••••••.• 33 .1 3.0 4 12.1 1 3.0 10 30.3 5 15.1 
5. The Shooting 
King .. ........... 37 1 2.8 4 10.8 6 16.2 0 0 0 0 
6. Th~ Hikers ••••••• 37 5 13.6 13 35.1 14 37.9 15 40.6 10 27.0 
7. Day for the 
Brooms .... ,..~ .... 36 0 0 5 13.9 3 8.3 
' 
1 2.8 2 5.6 
8. Lanterns on 
~arade ........... 36 5 13.9 17 47.0 17 47 .o 6 16.7 4 11.0 
0\ 
1.11 
0 
0 
0 
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As revealed by Table V, the s.tory having the most significant 
recording was When Church Bells Ring, with 51.6 per cent disliking the 
ending. Other significant responses were as follows: 33.3 per cent 
~nd 30.3 per cent disliked the title and introduction, respecti~ely, 
to story 3. T.he ending of story· 4 was ~isliked by 30.3 per cent. The 
title, introduction, and ending of story 6 were disliked by 35.1, 37.9, 
and 40.6 per cent, respectively. B.oth the title and introduction to 
.story 8 were disliked by 47 per .cent •• 
Table VI shows the number and percentage of negative respons.es 
to qtrestions concerning parts liked and disliked and vocabulary diffi-
culty at the sixth grade level. Differing totals are accounted for by 
daily absences .• 
• - -
TABLE VI 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF' NEGATIVE RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS CONCERNING PARTS LIKEP AND DISLIKED 
AND VOcA13ULARY DIFFICULTY Kr THE. SIXTR GRADE LEVEL ' 
-------- - - ---------- -------
Child:t;'en Who Children Who· ' Children Who Children Who Children Who 
Story Total F'ound Words Disliked Dislike-d Disliked Thought Story 
Chil• liard "Title Introduction Ending Was "ToO" S"hort 
dren No. % No. % No. %" No. % No. % 
1. The Burning of 
the Snowman ••••.. 35 0 0 6 17.1 9 25.7 8 22.9 10 28.5 
2. A Poem for 
St. Nicholas ••••• 35 0 0 7 20.0 7 20.0 3 8.6 3 8.6 
3. When Church Bells 
Ring ............. 33 1 3.0 11 33.3 12 36.3 23 69.7 13 39.3 
4. Morning at a 
Gymnasium •••••••• 33 0 0 4 12.1 3 9.0 12 36.3 8 24.2 
5. The Shooting 
King ............. 36 0 0 3 8.3 4 11.0 3 8.3 2" 5.6 
6. The Hikers ••••••• 36 1 2.8 10 27.8 15 41.6 16 44.3 9 25.0 
7. Day for the 
:Brooms" •• · •••••••• 36 0 0 7 19.3 7 19.3 1 2.8 2 5.6 
8. ,Lanterns on 
Parade .. o•••••••• 36 3 8.3 16 44.3 13 36.0 6 16.7 3 8.3 
~- --~----- ' ·~· ~ 
-
0"\ 
""'-.! 
0 
0 
0 
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The story having the most significant recording was When Church 
Bells Ring, with 69.7 per cent disliking the ending. Other significant 
responses were as follows: 33.3 per cent, 36.3 per cent, and 39.3 per 
cent disliked the title, introduction, and length, respectively, of 
story 3; 36.3 per cent disliked the ending of story 4; 41.6 per cent 
and 44.3 per cent disliked the introduction and ending, respectively, 
of story 6; 44.3 per cent and 36 per cent disliked the title and intro-
duction~ respectively, to story 8. 
Step three consisted of determining in the children's own words 
what was liked and disliked. This was accomplished by h~ing the chil-
dren write their own evaluations of each story on the reverse sides of 
the evaluation sheets. The children's written responses can hardly be 
evaluated in statistical terms. The author has, however, chosen a few 
sample responses which may be found reproduced in Chapter V of this 
thesis. 
Step four consisted of determining through questions the chil-
dren's attitudes toward Switzerland as a result of the stories. The 
number and percentage of positive responses (positive being the desired 
response) were recorded for each question at each grade level. This is 
shown in Table VII. 
• -
TABLE VII 
JWMBER AND :PERCENTAGE. OF POSITIVE. RESPONSES ~ EACI{ GRADE LEVEL 
~0 QUESTIONS CONCERNING A~TITUDE ~OWARD SWITZERLAND AS A RESUL~ OF TRK STORIES 
Grade 4 Grade· 5 
Question N = 39 N =: 23 
No. % No. % 
1. Have you read stories about Switzerland befQre? 32 83 13 56 
2. Are you more interested in Switzerland now than you 
were before? 29 75 20 86 
3. Is life in Switzerland different fromwhat you thought? 26 68 17 73 
4. Do you thin~ Swiss children are similar to children in 
the United States? 28 73 15 65 
5. Would you like to visit or live in Switzerland? 31 81 22 95 
--·-- ---- --
e 
Grade 6 
N'= 20 
No. % 
17 85 
18 90 
10 50 
16 80 
20 100 
"' 1.0 
Not all the childr~n completed the final over-all evaluation 
sheet, but of those who did there were some significant findings for 
each grade level~ as follows: 
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Gr~de four: 75 per cent expressed increased interest in Switzer-
land, 73 per cent felt that Swiss children were similar to children in 
the United States, and 81 per cent expressed a desire either to visit 
or live in Switzerland. 
Grade five: 86 per cent expressed increased interest in Switzer-
land, 73 per cent felt life was different from what they had thought, 
and 95 per cent expressed a desire to visit or live in Switzerland. 
Grade six: 90 per cent expressed increased interest in Switzer-
land, 80 per cent felt Swiss children were similar to .children in the 
United States, and 100 per cent expressed a desire to visit or live in 
Switzerland. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to pre·sent a realistic approach 
to life in Switzerland through a series of original short stories de-
signed as supplementary material for intermediate grade children, and 
by so doing to make a faraway land become more meaningful. The study 
was concerned with the following problems: 
1. To make learning material meaningful and easy to remember by 
including it within the framework of a fiction story 
2. To create real rather than artificially contrived plots 
3. To determine how well the stories are liked by intermediate 
grade children.· 
A series of eight original short stories presenting a realis.tic 
approach to life in Switzerland were written by the author. It was 
hoped that .such an approach would make a faraway land become more mean-
ingful to children. The stories were read and evaluated by one hundred 
twelve intermediate grade children in a suburban Boston community. Their 
reaction may be summarized as follows: 
1. The story best liked by all three grade levels was A Poem for 
St. Nicholas. The story least liked was When Church Be11s 
Ring. The stories were rated on a one-to-five basis, as fol-
lows: excellent--5, very good--4, good--3~ fair--2, and poor--1. 
.-n-
0 
0 
0 
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The highest total mean rating given a story was 4.5; the low-
est total mean ratingwas 3.1. The stories were somewhat 
better liked at the fourth and fifth grade levels than at the 
sixth. The only appreciable difference in story appeal be-
tween boys and girls came at the sixth grade level, where only 
one story was liked best by boys. 
2. In determiningwhat parts of the stories were liked and dis-
liked, all three grade levels agreed that it was the ending 
with which they found fault in When Church Bells Ring. The 
most significant recording was at the sixth grade level, with 
69. 7 per cent disliking the ending. .All three grade levels 
disliked the title, Lanterns on Parade, for the eighth story. 
llere the IDO'St significant rating was 47' per cent at the fifth 
' grade lev.el. Vocabulary was not a problem at any of the grade 
levels. 
3. In determining whether or not the stories were realistic and, 
therefore, meaningful to children, the following sample re-
spouses in the children's own words appear significant: 
''It also showed that Switzerland 1 s people are much like us." 
11It gives you a good idea of the people of Switzerland-1-11 
11It also I think :teaches you a lot about Swiss people. I 
know a: lot more than I did before." 
''I realized much more that Switzerland today is much like 
the United States.'' 
"This story was more realistic than any other sto·ry I've 
read about Christmas." 
"I learned more than' I ever learned before. The people 
of Switzerland do a lot of different things that we do, 
but the people are not very different at all._ll 
11 I liked this story because it was different and because 
it tells something true but with fictional characters." 
"I liked this story because it was realistic and it seemed 
as if it really ha:ppened. H 
11I liked the· story because not only could it be true in 
Switzerland, but it could be true here too. 11 
"I liked the stories just to read because it taught me 
things I didn't know. 11 
4. In determining attitudes toward Switzerland as a result of 
73 
the stories, significant ratings came at the fifth and sixth 
grade level$~ with 86 per cent and 90 per cent, respectively, 
expressing increased interest in Switzerland; 73 per cent at 
the fifth grade level felt life was different from what they 
thought; 80 per cent at the sixth grade level felt Swiss 
children were similar to children in the United States; and 
from 81 to 100 per cent at all three grade levels expressed 
a desire to visit or live in Switzerland. 
It would appear, then, that the stories accomplished their pur-
pose, in that they were real, meaningful~ and well liked by intermediate 
grade children. 
.APPENDIX 
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DIRECTIONS FOR TEACHER 
Here a1•e eight s·cories fo1 .. ch:i.ldren .about Sriitze1""1and. 
The purpose of this stucry is to present a realistic approach to 
life in S11i·lizerland, and by so doing to make a fa.r away land become 
more mearrln~ful ·to childreno Huve the children read two stories 
each clay i'or ·i;,he next ±'our mwso The stories are na~o to be thought, 
of as <:m:e:rcises nor ·the qu.est.ion sheets as tests o They are mel"ely 
for enjoymento You also have a package containing five different 
se·ts of ouest ion or evaluation shee~GS e There is one evalua:tion 
sheet for each set of t¥7o stories, anci .a. final ov~r-.. all eva.lua·tion 
sheet.. Bs sure tha;b you. give the children the evalu.a.tion shee·!:. 
corresponding to the s"CGries they read each day .. , After the chilfu•en 
have finished readi..Tlg the last sat of two s·tories, you. 1IJ.<;;3' distl .. ibu.te 
the final ovel~-all eva.l:o.a:tio.n sheet alo11g ·ri "ih the evaluation sheet 
for the last ·awo storieso 
ThCl"e ms no time limit_, but i·'G should..'l1t take the childran any 
longer tha.n a half hoUl" to foltr·cy-iive minuteso 
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DIRECTIONS FOR CHILDITEN(to be read by teacher) 
Here are some stol"ies .f'ol" you about child1"Gn ill Switzerland .. 
They &..""'0 :for you to read Jus·fj For Fu.n! You. Will be l"eading two 
-~-~...,.~ 
stories each d~ ~or ~~e next four dayso After each set of two 
stories, there is a ques·Gion sheet.. 1.he s·t;ories are not exercises~ 
and the questions sheets ro~e ~not tests.. But please a.i1SViGr all the 
questions as thoughtfully as possible.. There is no t~~ limito 
There 11ill be five question sheets in all, 
HAVE FUNl 
DIREC'l'IONS SPECIFICALJ .. Y FOR QUESTION SHEET 
First be sure to check whether you are a boy or girl, 
c;md then 1v-.eite in the number of your gradeo In part one, yotl ~..ro 
to check 1·rhether you thought the sto:FtJ was excellett!.i, very goocl._, good, 
fair, or-poor., In part t"Yro, read the directions! Then be sure to 
check either yes or no .for BOTH stories.. In pari three, write briefly 
in .four or .five sentences why you l~ked or disliked ·t.ha storieso 
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CHECK BoyD Girl D GradeD 
P.•rt Io Cneck:~-spinhm: o-f the· .fellewing' t.w0!- at.orieso 
Excellent l Very ' G0od Geod -Fair Pd@r 
The Burning 0f the Snowman \• 
•' 
A Peem Fer Sto Nicholas 
-
--
-
·Part IIo Think over the two stories yc),\tt~ave just read,. an<;1; tr,er. 
.,. 
·f 
answer the fellowi~ questions ehecking yes 0~ ~o .• 
The B1Xrnifig A Peem 
ef 'lhe F~~· 
Snowman ~· Sto Nicholas 
" 
Yes Ne .. Yes N(!) 
1. Were many of the words 
t00 hard? 
2o Did you like the title 
of the sts~? 
. 
3o ·Did you like the intrsducti0n 
t0 the stery? 
4o ·Did you like the ·way: lri• · 
which the story ended? 
' 
5o ~o you think the sw:ry 
is to0 short? 
' 
...... 
. . . 
Part IIIo On the back of this paper, write why you liked <l>r disliked 
the stsrleso 
0 
0 
0 
CHECK Bay 0 Girl 0 
Part Io Check your opinion of ~he following tw@ stories. 
EXcellent Very Good Good Fair 
When Church Bells RinK 
Morning:. .At A.LII.SJ.y.mna&ium!t 
' 
Part II. Think over the two stories you have just read, and then 
answer the following ques·ti(i>nS checking yes Qr n\9. 
Poor 
'Whel'}; C:hu,rch ,• Morning At 
Bells Ring A 11 Q-ymnasium11 
" . 
Yes N(l) Yes Ne 
1. Were many of the wor~ 
'• tiDe hard? 
... 
.. 
2. . Did you like the title 
of ;the story? 
I 
3o .Did you like the introduction 
te the story? 
4. Did you like the way in which 
the story ended? 
5. ·Do you think the story is 
too short? 
Part III. On ~ije back of this paper, write why you liked or 
disliked the stmrieso ----
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•' 
; 
. ' 
. e 
CHECK Boy 0 Girl 0 G:racle D 
Part Io Check your Gpinien of the foll0wing two stories. 
Excellent Ve~ Good Fair Poor Goe 
The She<:>ting King 
The Hikers 
Part II. Think- ev,er the tyro .. st·or:tes you have just rEfad; and then 
answer the f<:>l~®'~ilg ql!-~~ti<:>ns~:phecking yes or ne • 
-
. . 
The The 
Sheeting, Hikers 
King 
Yes No Yes N• 
1 • Were many of the werds 
too hard? 
2; -Did you like the title 
of thS./St0ry? ~1"' .. 
3· Did you like the intr0ductien 
sf the story? 
4. Did yeu like the way in 
which the story ended? 
' 
5. De you th;ink -the st0ey 
is too short? 
- .... 
On the back of this paper, write why you liked or 
disliked the stories. ---
Part IIIo 
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CHECK BoyCJ Girl D Grade D 
Part Io Check your opinion of the foll0wing twe stGrieso __..;;;,. __ _ 
Excellent Very Good Fair Po®r Good 
Dq Fer the Brooms 
. 
" 
Lanterns On P2rade 
-
Part II. fuink ever the two stories you· have just read, and then 
answer the following questions checking ye~ or n~. 
Day Fer Lanter.ns Dn 
The Breems Parade 
Yes Nc Yes No 
' 
lo Were many of the words 
teo hard? 
2 o. .J)id you like the title 
Qf the story? . 
3o !Qd you like the intraductien 
to the story? 
. 
4o Did you like the way in which 
the stery ended? 
' 
5o Do you think the ste:cy is 
teo short? 
t 
" '-
-. 
Par.t IIIo On the back of this paper, write why y~u liked or disliked 
the sterieso 
. 
130 
BoyQ Girl c:J Gr~de D 
N0w ·cJlink: over all the s ter:tes you h~ve re~d about children 
in Switzerl~nd, and the~ answer the following questiens checking 
yes or noo 
lo Have yeu read stories about Switzerland before? 
yes c:J ne t=J 
2. Are yeu more interested in Switzerland new than you were before? 
yes 0 no 0 
3o Is life in Switzerland different from what you thought? 
yesO no Q 
4o De yeu think Swiss children.•re similar te children in the 
United States? 
yes t:l ne P 
S., Wc!lUld yeu like to visit or .!!!! in Switzerland? 
yesO n0 0 
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